
We hope you are having fun spending time learning at home! We 

want to challenge you to a new palette of choice with a difference, 

learning new home/life skills. Complete as many of these tasks as 

you can and evidence them in as imaginative way as you can! This 

could be photos, drawings, journaling, paintings, pic collages! Above 

all, be courageous, show resilience and have fun! 

Ready Steady Cook! 

Using some spare ingredients from your 

kitchen, can you spoil your family by cooking 

them a meal as a treat?  Try to be creative 

with the ingredients you can find.  Remember 

to ask for an adult to help with any hot or 

sharp equipment! 

Let’s get Crafty! 

Using any junk or recycled materials you 

have at home, can you create a multi media 

picture or model of Beegu’s space ship?  As 

her ship was smashed to smithereens, she 

needs a new one to fly back home in! 

Green Fingers! 

Whatever the weather, try to get outside and 

help in the garden.  Can you learn how to 

do some weeding, plant some spring bulbs, 

rake up some leaves or gather up the cut 

grass?  Try to help to make your garden 

beautiful and enjoy some fresh air. 

Acts of Kindness 

How can you help at home?  Can you become 

the best at hoovering?  Is your bedroom the 

tidiest room in the house?  Or are you a dab 

hand at washing the car?  Whatever you do 

to help keep the house tidy, let us know with 

some photos or a set of instructions. 

Discover the Digestive System! 

As part of your school learning you 

would have been finding out how the 

human digestive system works.  Have 

fun carrying out the experiment      

attached and complete the labelling  

activity and dominoes game. 

Groovy Geography 

Think about where you live?  Is it in a town, 

a village or a hamlet?  Can you find a   

contrasting location on another continent and 

produce a fact file about that place.  E.g If 

you live in the town of Bourne, can you find 

out about the city of Barcelona in Spain or a 

village in India? 


